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Abstract

One of the goals of the CMS Phase 1 upgrade was to replace the sensors in the original CMS forward
pixel detector with fresh sensors that would perform equally well in the radiation environment of the
inner tracker. The new CMS forward pixel detector must survive an integrated luminosity of 300/fb
before being replaced again prior to the High Luminosity LHC era. Because of this, the same vendor
as in the original construction designed and fabricated new silicon sensors for the Phase 1 forward
pixel system. In this study, we checked the quality of the silicon sensor wafers that were delivered to
Fermilab, comparing our results with those provided by the vendor.
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Abstract

One of the goals of the CMS Phase 1 upgrade was to replace the sensors in the original CMS
forward pixel detector with fresh sensors that would perform equally well in the radiation envi-
ronment of the inner tracker. The new CMS forward pixel detector must survive an integrated
luminosity of 300fb−1 before being replaced again prior to the High Luminosity LHC era. Be-
cause of this, the same vendor as in the original construction designed and fabricated new silicon
sensors for the Phase 1 forward pixel system. In this study, we checked the quality of the silicon
sensor wafers that were delivered to Fermilab, comparing our results with those provided by the
vendor.

1. Introduction1

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS), which is located on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)2

beamline at CERN is one of the two general purpose detectors that identifies particles and measures3

their energies and momenta. [1] With a 12500-ton weight, 22-meter-length and 15-meter radius,4

the detector’s working system is like the operation of a giant camera that records particle events5

resulting from proton-proton collisions. The charged particles entering into the detector are bent6

by a magnetic field of 3.8T, which is produced by a superconducting solenoid with a length of7

13 meters and an inner diameter of 5.9 meters. In addition to the tracker the other main CMS8

sub-detectors are the electromagnetic calorimeter, hadronic calorimeter, and muon system [2] .9

The tracker has a cylindrical shape and consists of two sub-detectors that use silicon as the10

active medium. These sub-detectors are the pixel detector and the strip detector. [2] The pixel11

system of the CMS detector distinguishes long-lived particles from the large backgrounds of light12

quark and gluon jets, [3] and provides up to three hits per track, which allows the identification of13

secondary vertices and tagging long-lived particles such as b quarks. [5] The position of the silicon14

tracker inside the CMS detector is shown in Fig. 1. The silicon tracker is located close to the15

beam interaction point, and the innermost pixel barrel layer is even closer to the beam pipe in16

Phase 1. Radiation damage associated with collisions steadily degrades the performance of the17

silicon sensors, especially those closest to the interaction region, and ultimately leads to the need18

to replace the sensors. One purposes of the Phase 1 upgrade was to replace the original pixel19

silicon modules with new ones to assure that the pixel system would function until the HL-LHC20

era.21
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the CMS detector. The silicon tracker is close to the beam interaction point.

The installation of the new pixel detector was completed in early 2017 during an extended22

LHC shutdown. [4] As shown in Fig. 2 the Phase 1 pixel detector has one more barrel layer and two23

more forward disks compared with the original detector. There is not much difference between the24

old and new detectors in terms of their sensors, but there are significant differences in the readout25

chips (ROCs). [4] The number of forward pixel (FPix) modules in the new system, 672, is identical26

to the number in the original system [4] although their designs are quite different. The modules in27

the Phase 1 layers consist of n+-in-n sensors having a size of 16.2×64.8 mm2. These sensors are28

bump-bonded to 2x8 arrays of ROCs, with each ROC servicing 66 560 pixels, the vast majority of29

which are 150×100µm. In order to read the channels on ROC, the pixels were bump-bonded to30

ROCs after metalizing pads on the n-side. [4] The old pixel detector consisted of 18 million pixels31

corresponding to a 0.3 m2 active area, while the upgraded pixel detector has 45 million pixels32

corresponding to a 0.7 m2 active area. [4,5] The old detector had an efficiency more than 99% and33

was designed to operate for 200fb−1 with an instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 at 40MHz34

(25 pileup (PU)). Following the LHC Phase 1 upgrade the instantaneous luminosity increased to35

2× 1034 cm−2 s−1 and this led to readout inefficiencies because of the limited buffer sizes in the36

original pixel detector ROCs. The upgraded pixel detector improves on the tracking efficiency,37

partly because of the additional layers and, more importantly, because of the larger buffers in the38

new, digital ROCs. The upgraded pixels maintain or improve present performance at an increased39

instantaneous luminosity of 2×1034 cm−2 s−1 at 70 PU in addition to an integrated luminosity of40

300fb−1. [6]
41
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Figure 2: The geometry of the old (on the left) and the upgraded (on the right) CMS pixel detectors.

The FPix silicon sensors were fabricated and tested by the Scientific and Industrial Research42

(SINTEF) [7] research organization in Norway. In order to avoid bump bonding bad sensors to43

ROCs, which is an expensive process and would lead to the loss of good ROCs, SINTEF tested44

all 8 sensors on a wafer and provided summaries of the IV and CV testing data in the form of45

spreadsheets for each batch of wafers. At FNAL we checked a subset of the wafers and compared46

our results with SINTEF results. If either the SINTEF data or our data pointed to a problem with47

a particular sensor, the sensor did not advance to the bump-bonding step.48

2. Production Wafers and Experimental Test Setup49

The silicon pixel sensors are essentially p-n junction semiconductors. [9,10] In a p-n junction50

material, more free electrons are present in the n-type material and the more holes are present in51

the p-type material. In detector operation the junction is reversed biased, so that a higher potential52

is applied to the n-side (n+ in the FPix sensors) and electrons flow toward the n-side while holes53

move toward the p-side. At full depletion or higher bias voltages the n and p regions are nearly54

fully depleted of free charges. [11] Collecting electrons at the readout side has an advantage over55

collecting holes after radiation damage as the higher mobility of electrons helps minimize charge56

trapping within the bulk.57

The silicon wafers that were used for the forward pixel system upgrade had been fabricated and58

tested by SINTEF and we checked the capability of these wafers at Silicon Detector center (SiDet)59

located at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab). Figure 3 shows SINTEF sensor60

numbering scheme as viewed from the p-side of the wafer. Included on the 150mm diameter wafer61

are eight 2x8 sensors, six 1x1 sensors, four “slim-edge” sensors, and a number of diodes and other62

structures.63
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Figure 3: Drawing indicating the sensor numbering scheme (left) and photo of an actual wafer (right).

At FNAL wafer testing made use of a Summit 12000 AP probe station configured with two64

probe tips, a central-axis camera, and a movable chuck for supporting and fixing in place the wafer.65

All of the testing was done at room temperature as provided by the cleanroom. As shown in Fig. 4,66

the probe station chuck can be operated either through a PC keyboard or by a joystick, with the67

image of wafer viewable on the computer monitor. In order to measure the IV and CV curves,68

two ammeters and an LCR capacitance meter, as shown in Fig. 5, were used. After the wafer is69

brought into position the chuck is raised slightly thereby allowing contact with the two needles.70

It is necessary to turn off the camera illumination prior to biasing the silicon as otherwise the71

sensor would draw too much current. The layout of the 8 sensor and other objects on the wafer is72

programmed so that, in principle, the IV (CV) measurements could advance from object to object73

without any user intervention. In practice we manually advanced from object to object.74

Figure 4: Summit 12000 AP probe station.
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Figure 5: Schematic of the IV (left) and CV (right) electrical connections.

3. Quality Control on the Production Sensor Wafers75

SINTEF produced 165 silicon wafers (1320 sensors) in total and shipped these to FNAL in76

6 sets roughly corresponding to the production batches. Table 1 shows the reception dates and77

number of wafers in each delivery. As shown in the table, SINTEF used letters to designate their78

production batch, where batch A (not included in the table) corresponded to a pre-production79

batch. For CMS database entries we used the following numerical convention.80

• 9xx: A batch pre-production wafers81

• 0xx: B batch production wafers82

• 1xx: C batch production wafers83

• 2xx: D batch production wafers84

• 3xx: E batch production wafers85

where ”xx” is the SINTEF designation.86

Table 1: Naming convention and total number of delivered wafers.

B C D E Total
27 March, 2015 21 - - 21
29 May, 2015 3 21 - - 24
04 June, 2015 5 33 - - 38

27 October, 2015 - - 37 - 37
02 May, 2016 - - - 45 45

Total 29 54 37 45 165

To minimize damage to wafers during handling and to complete probing measurements in a87

reasonable period, we sample tested wafers, selecting 5-10 wafers per shipment. We measured88
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the IV and CV curves and breakdown voltages of all 8 sensors on these selected wafers. Even89

though the full depletion voltage increases as the sensors become irradiated, it is expected to be90

approximately 65V before irradiation. Because of this, we determined two criteria for a sensor to91

be considered good (useful for building modules) as follows: The total current at 100V must be92

less than 1µA (I@100V< 1µA, 1st criteria) and the total current at 150V must be less than two93

times of the current at 100V (I@150V< 2× I@100V, 2nd criteria). To define whether a sensor94

was good, SINTEF used a similar but not identical definition.95

We tested all 2×8 sensors and a diode of 5 or 10 wafers in each shipment. Figure 6 shows the96

CV measurement of one 2×8 sensor and a diode on wafer 009, indicating the depletion voltage is97

about 60-70V as expected. We did the same test on all other wafers and found that the depletion98

voltage was almost same for all sensors. [12] After we found the expected depletion voltage, we99

checked the quality of all 2×8 sensors by looking at their IV curves.100

Figure 6: CV curve for a sensor and a diode on wafer 009.

In this paper, we show the plots for sensors in the wafers that have inconsistency between our101

(FNAL) data and SINTEF data as well as some example from wafers with 8 good sensors. Figure 7102

shows the sensors that are good according SINTEF data but bad according to FNAL data. As can103

be seen in the figure, the IV curves for sensor 8 on wafers 009 and 136 do not meet the second104

criteria. For these sensors, the total current is within the specification (1st criteria), but the slope105

is a little too high (2nd criteria). Furthermore, sensor 8 on wafer 206 and sensors 3 and 4 on wafer106

022 are not consistent with the second criteria as well. In addition, sensor 7 on wafer 324, sensor107

6 on wafer 214 and sensor 8 on wafer 346 are not consistent with the first criteria. However, the108

SINTEF data show that these sensors are good by our rules. Figure 8 shows the sensors that are109

good by FNAL data but bad according to SINTEF data. As shown in this figure, SINTEF data for110

sensor 3 on wafer 028 and sensor 7 on wafer 022 are not consistent with the second criteria.111

The breakdown voltages for these wafers are given in Fig. 9 where the maximum reverse bias112

voltage for FNAL data is higher comparing to SINTEF data. There may be two reasons for this.113

First, SINTEF used a conductive rubber to take data whereas we placed the wafer directly on the114

probe station chuck. Second, the room temperature at which the measurements are taken may be115

different. In addition to the IV curves and breakdown voltages for inconsistent sensors, we plot116

the IV curves for the wafers with completely good sensors, as shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen in117

the figure, both FNAL and SINTEF data are within an acceptable range since they are consistent118
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with our criteria. Because of some unexpected effects on the results, such as the quality of the119

probe tip connectivity or the room temperature, we do not expect both data to be identical.120

The number of good and bad sensors by our rules according to FNAL and SINTEF data are121

given in Table 2. FNAL has 208 good sensors out of 239 probed sensors and SINTEF has 215 out122

of 240 good sensors according to our criteria. Over the selected wafers, we only have 10 sensors123

that have some disagreement between FNAL and SINTEF data. This suggests that the discrepancy124

between FNAL and SINTEF is 4.2%. Table 3 shows the number of wafers that have 8, 7 and 6125

(or less) good sensors according to SINTEF. From the full set of wafers (1320 sensors), SINTEF126

found 1265 good sensors for a yield of 96% .127

As a result, we found that the fabricated silicon sensors were good enough to use in the CMS128

detector as there was not much difference between FNAL and SINTEF data about whether a sensor129

was good or not. After we finished the test, the production wafers were sent to RTI [13] for dicing130

and bump bonding as each sensor had to be separated prior to use in the detector.131
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Figure 7: IV curves for sensors that were good according to SINTEF but bad according to our measurements
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Figure 9: Breakdown voltages for wafers 009, 022, 028, 136, 206, 214, 324 and 346.
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Figure 10: Wafers with all (8) good sensors.
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Table 2: The number of good and bad sensors by our and SINTEF criteria. According to our criteria, there were 208
good sensors out of 239 sensors that were probed. (There is no FNAL data for sensor 8 on wafer 106.) According to
SINTEF there were 215 good sensors out of 240 sensors for the same wafers.

Wafer no Number of good sensors Number of bad sensors
FNAL Data SINTEF Data FNAL Data SINTEF Data

002 7 7 1 1
003 8 8 0 0
006 7 7 1 1
009 7 8 1 0
010 6 6 2 2
014 8 8 0 0
016 7 7 1 1
018 8 8 0 0
020 6 6 2 2
022 5 6 3 2
024 8 8 0 0
028 8 7 0 1

106* 6 7 1 1
109 7 7 1 1
112 7 7 1 1
120 8 8 0 0
127 7 7 1 1
136 7 8 1 0
139 7 7 1 1
143 7 7 1 1
206 7 8 1 0
214 6 7 2 1
222 7 7 1 1
227 7 7 1 1
231 8 8 0 0
301 8 8 0 0
306 7 7 1 1
324 5 6 3 2
334 6 6 2 2
346 6 7 2 1

Table 3: The number of wafers that have 8, 7 and 6(or fewer) good sensors according to SINTEF.

Batch Ngood = 8 Ngood = 7 Ngood ≤ 6 Good sensors (%)
B 13 12 4 91
C 45 9 - 98
D 23 13 1 95
E 42 1 2 99

Total 123 35 7 96
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4. Summary132

In this study, the quality of all 8 FPix sensors on 30 selected wafers (239 sensors) from out of133

165 wafers provided by SINTEF were tested. According to SINTEF’s own measurements, there134

were 1265 good sensors out of the 1320 sensors, corresponding to 96% yield. Based on our criteria135

for a sensor to be considered good, we found only 10 sensors where there was some disagreement136

between FNAL and SINTEF probing results. Out of 239 sensors from the sampled wafers there137

were 229 modules (4.2%) where we agreed with the SINTEF evaluation. The results showed that138

the consistency between FNAL and SINTEF results is 95.8%, which is also approximately the139

yield of good sensors reported by SINTEF. Our CV measurements of sensors and diodes indicate140

a 60-70V full depletion voltage, which is close to expected depletion voltage given by SINTEF. All141

of the SINTEF results and our own measurements have been uploaded to a CMS central database.142
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